
                                     

ADDENDUM SHEET

*******************************************************************************************
Item 5a

4/00595/18/MFA

CONSTRUCTION OF 5 RETAIL (CLASS A1) UNITS TOTALLING 10,730 SQM 
FLOORSPACE, AND ONE UNIT TOTALLING 186 SQM FOR USE AS FINANCIAL 
SERVICES OR CAFE/RESTAURANT (CLASS A2 OR CLASS A3) AND 
ASSOCIATED ACCESS, CAR PARKING, SERVICE YARD AND LANDSCAPING.

JARMANS FIELDS, ST ALBANS ROAD, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD

Further representation

Riverside Shopping Centre

My clients, Aberdeen Standard Investments, have asked me to write seeking your 
support for their objections to the above application. As you may know, Aberdeen 
Standard Investments act on behalf of the leasehold owners of the Riverside Shopping 
Centre (RSC) within Hemel Hempstead Town Centre (HHTC), with the Local Authority 
as freehold owners. 

Background to Objections: My clients objected to the previous application on this 
site (04/00424/14/MOA), which was granted on appeal. This appeal decision was 
issued at the same time as the out-of-centre retail park scheme was approved on the 
Maylands Avenue (Aviva Site) (4/01132/15/MOA). My clients raised serious concerns 
over the cumulative impact of both schemes but took limited comfort from the 
restrictions that prevented the sale of clothing, footwear & fashion goods on both 
schemes. Since then, a revised consent has been issued on the Aviva Site 
(4/03157/16/MFU). This includes provision for one unit to sell a limited range of 
clothing, footwear & fashion goods in conjunction with the sale of other goods, which 
was promoted on the basis that it would allow for a Next @ Home store. 

Current Application: This seeks an enlargement of the permitted foodstore, to which 
my clients have no objection. It also seeks consent for clothing & footwear to be sold 
from up to 1,580 square metres gross (new Unit F). It is clearly intended for Next and 
is broadly identical in size to Next’s current high street store within the RSC. It is this 
aspect of the application that my clients strongly object too. 

DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT COMMITTEE

Thursday 14th June 2018 at 7.00 PM

THURSDAY 10 MARCH 2011 AT 7.00 PM



Appeal Decision: Jarman Park currently benefits from an extant retail consent, which 
is detailed in the Officers Report before you. Granted on appeal (on the 4th March 
2016) it represents the starting point for considering the current application. The 
appeal followed the Council’s refusal of planning permission for open A1 use. In 
supporting that refusal, the Planning Inspector allowed the appeal only on the basis 
that the permitted retail development was restricted from selling clothing & footwear 
(except where ancillary to a DIY, cycling or motor use). At paragraphs 16, 17 & 19 of 
the decision the Inspector made it very clear that without this restriction the 
development would have a significant adverse impact on HHTC, it would create a mini 
town centre, offer a significant alternative destination to the town centre and that 
current town centre retailers would be attracted by the lower rents, free car parking 
and shoppers ability to undertake a combined food and no-food shop with a visit to the 
existing leisure uses on the site. 

The planning restrictions imposed on this appeal consent were put forward by the 
Council’s retail consultants, PBA. Paragraph 10.59 of the Officers Report (4th bullet 
point) appears to imply that these restrictions were put in place as there were no 
named operators. That statement is simply untrue. A simple reading of the appeal 
decision confirms that the restrictions were recommended by PBA to protect HHTC 
from direct competition and that in their absence the development would not have 
been acceptable as it would have resulted in a significant adverse impact on the 
Centre.

Paragraph 10.25 of the Officers Report (5th bullet point) tries to draw a comparison 
with the clothing & footwear already sold by the Tesco Extra at Jarman Park. However, 
that position existed at the time of the appeal decision and was not regarded as being 
of any relevance or of providing any planning justification for allowing the sale of further 
clothing & footwear from the new retail park – a conclusion reached by the Council, 
PBA and the Planning Inspector. 

Similarly, the 7th & 8th bullet points of the same paragraph in the Officers Report 
directly contradict the findings of the appeal decision and the case the Council’s put 
forward at the time. The planning considerations on appeal centred on the 
acceptability of Jarman Park being able to sell clothing & footwear. This was found to 
be unacceptable. The issue of town centre retailer’s leases was not relevant to this 
finding, whereas the ability of planning to prevent those retailers relocating to Jarman 
Park was relevant and could be controlled by the restrictions (planning conditions) 
imposed. Whether town centre retailers sought to leave the town centre was also not 
considered relevant as that would be a commercial decision, but what the appeal 
consent did was to prevent existing town centre clothing & footwear retailers going to 
Jarman Park in the first place. 

The Officers Report also contends that more development will not mean that Jarman 
Park will be more attractive. That is simply nonsense. Even PBA have accepted that 
by being able to sell clothing & footwear in high street formats (units) Jarman Park will 
inevitably become more attractive to shoppers who currently undertake their shop 
within HHTC and that it will compete directly with the Centre. 



Health of Hemel Hempstead Town Centre: In granting the appeal consent the 
Inspector found that there had been improvements to the health of HHTC, although 
there were still a number of vacant units (paragraph 14 of the decision). However, 
even in that context, the Inspector concluded that the sale of clothing & footwear would 
result in a significant adverse impact on the Centre. Prior to that the Inspector noted 
the national Planning Practice Guidance advised that what constitutes significant 
adverse impact was largely a matter of judgement and that even where there was a 
modest level of trade diversion (in % terms), the lack of retailer demand and the large 
numbers of vacancies in the Centre could alone lead to a significant adverse impact. 

My clients monitor various indicators within their development and HHTC generally. 
Their assessment of vacancies, which they have recorded since 2012, suggests that 
in April 2018 the level of vacancies was 11%. The Applicants suggest a figure of 6% 
(Appendix C to Maddox Retail Assessment January 2018). 

No evidence of footfall within HHTC has been provided by the Applicants. Paragraph 
10.26 (10th bullet point) of the Officers Report contends that footfall would be 
anticipated to be high due to recent approvals (?) and strategic housing allocations. 
No evidence is provided to back up that statement. It directly contradicts recorded 
footfall figures within the Shopping Centres that my clients have seen, which point to 
a decrease in footfall levels compared to previous years. Similarly, the evidence from 
car park entry counts that my clients have confirm that numbers have remained static 
over the last 3 years. The available evidence does not support Officers 
unsubstantiated views. 

Neither the Applicants nor the Officers Report provide any evidence in relation to 
commercial yields/rents, pedestrian flows or retailer demand, which the national 
Planning Practice Guidance confirms are important indicators of the health of 
individual centres. The Commercial Agents acting for my clients confirm that there 
remain a number of longstanding vacancies within Riverside (as well as elsewhere in 
the town centre) and that recent permanent lettings within Riverside have largely been 
retailers relocating from other parts of the Centre (creating a void elsewhere) as 
opposed to new retailers entering the market place. Any retailer demand that exists is 
limited and new investment is being put-off by the vacancy rate within the town centre. 
Allowing the ability of Next to relocate from the Centre will simply undermine investor 
confidence further, whilst significantly increasing the attraction of Jarman Park to new 
clothing & footwear investment. 

A number of national retailers have recently left HHTC either as a result of 
administration or through exercising lease breaks and they include Poundland, Toys 
R Us, Maplin, Ann Summers and Laura Ashley. New look and Select, following recent 
CVA’s, both now occupy their units at reduced rents. Waterstones also have their unit 
on the market. In response to this and the likely loss of Next, paragraph 10.59 of the 
Officers Report (5th bullet point) suggests that Next may not be a driver of footfall. This 
statement is again made with no corroborating evidence. It contradicts my clients 
evidence which shows that the Next store trades very well and is one of the most 
popular stores within the RSC. Even so, for the Officers Report to then suggest that 
M&S and TK Maxx are in any case key retailers fails to recognise the well documented 
trading problems and on-going store closures of the former and that both have 
established out-of-centre formats. If a further precedent is created then it’s more than 



likely that the owners of Jarman Park will be targeting these and other clothing & 
footwear retailers. 

Planning Restrictions: The appeal consent for Jarman Park was granted in the full 
knowledge of the Aviva Site proposals as, at the time, that scheme had already been 
considered by Members at Committee (paragraph 3 of decision). The appeal 
concluded of course that the sale of clothing & footwear would result in a significant 
adverse impact on HHTC and was in direct conflict with the retail policies of the 
development plan. Planning policy has not changed since to justify reaching a different 
conclusion. The only material change is the adoption of the Site Allocations DPD in 
July 2017, but this simply strengthens the policy restriction preventing the sale of 
clothing & footwear from Jarman Park by confirming that the sale of these goods is 
“not acceptable” (Proposal S/1). There are no caveats to the policy and the wording is 
very clear and not open to interpretation. 

Whilst a new development is the revised planning consent issued in 2017 on the Aviva 
Site, we understand that that scheme was promoted on the basis of a new Next @ 
Home store coming forward. The Obligations in the accompanying 106 Agreement 
reflect this as they preclude any new unit from selling just clothing & footwear. 
However, my clients were unaware that in granting this consent the ‘no poaching’ 
Obligation on the Aviva Site would preclude Next. It is very clear that PBA were also 
unaware of this, implying that had they been then they would have objected 
(paragraph 4 of their retail response in Appendix A to the Officers Report). If my clients 
had been aware they would certainly have objected. 

My clients are firmly of the view that the Council should not make the same error and 
should certainly not widen those Obligations to allow for a Next high street store format 
on Jarman Park, which all the evidence available suggests will result in Next vacating 
their town centre store within the RSC. Once a precedent has been established for 
traditional high street retailers to locate at Jarman Park, either existing or new retailers 
entering the market are inevitably likely to follow. 

Whilst the national Planning Practice Guidance confirms that Members are not 
required to attach significant weight to the estimated percentages of trade 
draw/impact, as far as we can ascertain neither PBA nor the Applicants have tested 
their findings under the scenario that Next would vacate its town centre unit, i.e. their 
impact assessments have not factored in the scenario where Next’s turnover (likely to 
be in the region of £7.0Million or more) is completely lost to HHTC. 

I am unfortunately unable to attend the Committee meeting and it is for this reason 
that I have written to you directly to emphasise further my client’s significant objections 
to the proposals. 

My clients look forward to receiving Members support for the objections set out above 
and confirmation that planning permission has been refused.

Considerations

Impact on Hemel Hempstead town centre



It is noted that the impact on Hemel Hempstead town centre as a whole has been 
assessed and such assessment included within the main report.  The current proposal 
including a fashion retailer trading from Jarman Fields has been examined and 
commented on by the Council’s retail consultants, Peter Brett Associates (PBA), their 
two sets of comments can be found within the submitted Retail Assessment 
Addendum produced by Maddox and within Appendix A of the main report.  Based on 
the turnover, trade diversion and consequent impact on Hemel Hempstead town 
centre, it was not considered that a fashion retailer trading from Jarman Fields would 
result in a significantly adverse impact therefore in accordance with the aims of Section 
2 of the National Planning Policy Framework and Policy CS16 of the Dacorum Core 
Strategy 2013.

Suggested retail figures indicating otherwise have not been provided on behalf of 
Riverside and as such the proposal is considered acceptable in line with PBA’s advice 
on the scheme.

Recommendation

As per published report

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5b

4/00580/18/FHA

RAISING OF HIPPED ROOF TO GABLE, CONSTRUCTION OF FRONT AND 
REAR DORMERS AND LOFT CONVERSION (AMENDED SCHEME)
55 EGERTON ROAD, BERKHAMSTED, HP4 1DU

Further consultation responses 

45 Egerton Road

I live in the same road and am able to see this property from my front window. 
Adding front and rear dormers is a common development in our area and is 
completely in-keeping with the look of the houses in our streets. We have both front 
and rear dormers in our house from a conversion that was done in 1968 and 
subsequently extended at the rear in 2015/16. Our neighbours at 47 Egerton Road 
also have them as do others in our road such as the house directly opposite us, 
which has full length dormers at both the front and rear. There are properties closer 
to the applicant than us which also have dormers.

Given the house price inflation that this part of the country has experienced I believe 
that making more use of the current space available in a property can become the 
only an alternative to moving to a larger home. Modern families need more space 
and this is a great way of giving both the adults and children in a home enough room 
for a happy life.



57 EGERTON ROAD, BERKHAMSTED HP4 1DU

I live in the house next door to the proposed development and I support the 
development.
Many houses in the street have had front dormers installed with no negative effect 
on the eye line.

38 EGERTON ROAD, BERKHAMSTED

I fully support this application. This house is directly opposite mine and I don't feel it 
will affect my view or detract from the appearance of the street. Houses 4 doors 
along on the same side of the road have front dormers and many other houses in 
Egerton Road and surrounding roads now have front and rear dormers so I don't feel 
it would be out of keeping with the rest of the street/area. A front dormer would not 
increase the height of the house but will provide valuable family living space.

37 EGERTON ROAD, BERKHAMSTED HP4 1DU

I am writing to let you know that we fully support the front dormer extension to 
number 55. As neighbours and having lived on this street for nearly 9 years we feel 
that these homes benefit from conversion and in doing so they blend with the other 
homes on the street, many of them also extended.

We reside at number 37 Egerton Road on the same side of the road as number 55. 
We completed our loft conversion in December 2014. We now have a full-width back 
dormer & more importantly a front dormer. We not only feel that this front dormer 
actually compliments the look of the house, but it has greatly impacted our lives by 
providing extra space and light that's been enjoyed by a growing family. 

I can only predict that more residents will want to extend these homes in the same 
way as time goes on and I very much hope they are able to and in doing so enjoy the 
same benefits that we have.

Additional information  / photos submitted by applicant;

No. 37 Egerton Road (Same side of road as us). This front Dorma was granted planning 
permission in
2014, see link to council planning site and letter of approval and front elevation attached to my
email. Our plans and dimensions our based on this loft.



No 45 & 47 Egerton Road, same side of road as us. The front dorma at No. 45 Egerton Rd was put in
during the 1950s at a time when the neighbours at no.47 had neither a raised hip to gable roof or a
front dorma.



No. 26 Egerton Road (opposite side of road to us)



No 9 Delfield Avenue
Planning permission for front dorma granted at recent committee meeting, where no front dorma
exists on attached neighbouring house.



Neighbouring house at no. 11 Dellfield Ave.

Examples of attached houses with different roof styles:
No. 40 and 38 Egerton Road, houses directly opposite our own, one with a raised hip 
to gable roof
and one without. This is allowed under permitted development and does not have an adverse 
effect
on the look and feel of the street.



No 36 & 34 Egerton Road. Again, houses directly opposite our own, one with a raised 
hip to gable
roof and one without. This is allowed under permitted development and does not have an 
adverse
effect on the look and feel of the street.



No 32 & 30 Egerton Road. No 32 has a side dorma type extension where it’s attached 
neighbour has
none. This significantly alters the shape on the roof across both houses.

Example of dorma and raised hip to gable roof where attached neighbour has original 
roof.



Examples of a variety of plans for extensions which have received planning approval 
despite
looking different to their attached neighbours and other houses on the street:
No 13 Egerton road with double story extension on front of house which is very 
prominent,
neighbour to right at No15 has no such extension.



No. 16 Egerton, double storey extension on front of house, attached neighbour has none:

No 42 Egerton Road (house to left on picture) has a large double storey extension to 
the side.
There are more examples of houses extended in this way on Egerton Road where their attached
neighbours have no such extension.



Our own attached neighbour at No 53 Egerton Road extended her property with a single 
storey
extension at the front which visually makes the two houses look different: 



Side dormer plans for 53 Egerton Road  (next door)



Recommendation

As per published report.

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5c

4/00534/18/FUL

DEMOLITION OF EXISTING GARAGE & WORKSHOP BUILDING AND 
CONSTRUCTION OF 1 NO. 3 BEDROOM DWELLING, DETACHED CAR PORT 
AND ASSOCIATED HARD AND SOFT LANDSCAPING

R/O 114-138, PICCOTTS END, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HP1

Pictures submitted by objector who will be speaking on the night









Recommendation

As per published report.

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5d

4/00524/18/FHA

TWO STOREY SIDE EXTENSION, SINGLE STOREY REAR EXTENSION AND 
DETACHED SINGLE STOREY GARAGE

PENTWYN, COURTAULDS, CHIPPERFIELD, KINGS LANGLEY, WD4 9JR

Following publication of the report the following representation was received:

Contaminated Land:

Thanks for contacting the Pollution and Environmental Protection Team in respect of 
the above planning application 4/00524/18/FHA for the construction of two storey side 
extension, single storey rear extension and detached single storey garage. 

Please be advised that we have no objection to the proposed development in relation 
to Air Quality and land contamination. 

However, with the proposed development site partly within a very close proximity of a 
former contaminated land use i.e. garage, the following planning informative are 
recommend should permission be granted.

1). Un-expected Contaminated Land Informative
Our contaminated land record shows that the land is located on the edge of a land that 
have been previously used for contaminative work here in – garage and there is a 
possibility that this activity may have affected the application site with potentially 
contaminated material. Therefore, I recommend that the developer be advised to keep 
a watching brief during ground works where applicable on the site for any potentially 
contaminated material. Should any such material be encountered, then the Council 
must be informed without delay, advised of the situation and an appropriate course of 
action agreed.

2). Construction Hours of Working – (Plant & Machinery) Informative
In accordance with the councils adopted criteria, all noisy works associated with site 
demolition, site preparation and construction works shall be limited to the following 
hours: 0730hrs to 1830hrs on Monday to Saturdays, no works are permitted at any 
time on Sundays or bank holidays.

3). Construction/Demolition Dust Informative
Dust from operations on the site should be minimised by spraying with water or by 
carrying out of other such works that may be necessary to suppress dust. Visual 



monitoring of dust is to be carried out continuously and Best Practical Means (BPM) 
should be used at all times. The applicant is advised to consider the control of dust 
and emissions from construction and demolition Best Practice Guidance, produced in 
partnership by the Greater London Authority and London Councils.

4). Noise on Construction/Demolition Sites Informative
The attention of the applicant is drawn to the Control of Pollution Act 1974 relating to 
the control of noise on construction and demolition sites.

Recommendation - As per published report with the addition of informative notes as 
follows:

INFORMATIVES

1. Un-expected contaminated land. The application site lies within close proximity of a 
potentially contaminative former land use (garage). As such, the developer is advised 
to keep a watching brief during ground works for any potentially contaminated material. 
Should any such material be encountered, then the Council must be informed without 
delay, advised of the situation and an appropriate course of action agreed.

2. Construction hours of working (plant & machinery).In accordance with the Council's 
adopted criteria, all noisy works associated with site demolition, site preparation and 
construction works shall be limited to the following hours: 0730hrs to 1830hrs on 
Monday to Saturdays, no works are permitted at any time on Sundays or Bank 
Holidays.

3. Construction/demolition dust. Dust from operations on the site should be minimised 
by spraying with water or by carrying out of other such works that may be necessary 
to suppress dust. Visual monitoring of dust is to be carried out continuously and Best 
Practical Means (BPM) should be used at all times.

4. Noise on construction/demolition sites informative. The attention of the applicant is 
drawn to the Control of Pollution Act 1974 relating to the control of noise on 
construction and demolition sites.

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5e

4/00560/18/FHA

CONSTRUCTION OF TWO STOREY SIDE EXTENSION. EXTEND EXISTING 
LOFT CONVERSION ABOVE PROPOSED SIDE EXTENSION AND REPLACE 
EXISTING DORMER. INSTALLATION OF TWO VELUX WINDOWS TO FRONT 
FACING ROOF. EXTEND EXISTING SINGLE STOREY REAR EXTENSION TO 
THE SIDE.

28 OSBOURNE AVENUE, KINGS LANGLEY, WD4 8DB



Recommendation  - As per published report  

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5f
4/02911/17/FUL

DEMOLITION AND REMOVAL OF EXISTING PORTA CABIN/SITE OFFICE AND 
TWO STEEL CONTAINERS. CONSTRUCTION OF NEW SITE SECURITY OFFICE 
AND SECURITY FENCE ALONG SOUTHERN BOUNDARY

BOVINGDON MARKET, BOVINGDON AIRFIELD, CHESHAM ROAD, 
BOVINGDON, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HP3 0NP

Recommendation  - As per published report  

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5g

4/00040/18/FUL

SINGLE-STOREY SIDE EXTENSIONS AND PART TWO PART SINGLE-STOREY 
REAR EXTENSION FOLLOWING DEMOLITION OF EXISTING GARAGE, HIP-TO-
GABLE LOFT CONVERSION, ALTERATIONS TO FRONT OPENINGS AND 
CONVERSION OF EXISTING BUILDING TO CREATE TWO SEPARATE 
DWELLINGS

40 CONISTON ROAD, KINGS LANGLEY, WD4 8BU

Further representations

Following publication of the report the following representations were received:

Kings Langley Parish Council

The Council OBJECTED to this application because its bulk / size would not be in-
keeping with neighbouring properties / the street and would create a visual intrusion 
and cause a loss of light to neighbouring properties, and further, that the latest design, 
especially the removal of the chimneys, would destroy the character of the building 
and damage the character of the street.

38a Coniston Road



Checking my comments below in daylight it is even worse . the proposed window sits 
up above any fence due to the levels and right next to my boundary so will stare in my 
window .  

This ground floor window should be obscure glazed and top opening as would 
otherwise lead to big loss in amenity 

I have just read your report to next week’s committee recommending approval.

My only further observation is you have proposed a condition for first floor windows 
being obscure glazed/top opening which is welcomed but no similar restriction on the 
ground floor windows facing my property which is in fact more of an issue. The 
applicant has been expecting this condition to be imposed on these windows as I have 
spoken to him about it . I asked for it to be referred too on his drawings but he stated 
it was not necessary as it would be a condition. 

I feel that it is very important due to the change in levels between my property and 
these higher level proposed ground floor windows. I appreciate there could be some 
form of boundary treatment but that is not guaranteed and the new window is very 
close indeed to my boundary. The proposed window would result in a loss to my 
amenity if it was not obscure glazed/top opening. 

I am not sure if this omission was just an over sight but would welcome your comfort 
and an addendum/amendment to your report

30 Coniston Road

This development adds yet another house, and therefore yet more strain on the 
infrastructure of the road. parking is already bad, and congestion at certain times of 
day is at it's limit.

The house in it's current form is a lovely, historical building with amazing features - 
many of which will be lost.

Considerations

Impact on neighbouring properties

A response was sent in relation to correspondence from No. 38a setting out that whilst 
clear ground floor windows would be permitted development, due to the change in 
levels in this instance it would be reasonable to condition all side-facing windows within 
the north-eastern elevation to be obscure-glazed and non-opening below 1.7m from 
finished floor level to ensure the development would not lead to an unacceptable 
impact on the neighbouring property in accordance with Policy CS12 of the Core 
Strategy.

Impact on appearance of street scene

The committee report within the agenda has assessed the issues raised by Kings 
Langley Parish Council and that from No. 30 Coniston Road in their above response 



to the amended plans.  It should be noted that the removal of chimneys can be carried 
out under permitted development.

It is acknowledged that whilst an attractive building, the existing dwelling at No. 40 
Coniston Road is not a designated or non-designated heritage asset and its main 
features particularly its mock tudor gable projection would be retained as part of the 
proposals.  As assessed in the main report, the development of the site would be 
acceptable when considered against the relevant provisions of Policies CS11 and 
CS12 of the Core Strategy.

Parking provision

The proposal would accommodate the maximum parking provision for both dwellings 
as set out under saved Appendix 5 of the Local Plan which requires three on-site 
spaces for each three-bedroom (or greater) dwelling.  Each unit would have its own 
forecourt and separate vehicle access, utilising existing accesses, which would 
provide parking for three cars each, totalling six on-site car parking spaces.  This 
arrangement is considered satisfactory as set out in the main report also noting no 
objection has been raised from the highway authority.

Recommendation  

As per published report with revised Condition 5 to read as follows:

5.  All windows within the north-eastern (side) elevation and first floor windows 
within the south-western (side) elevation of the development hereby permitted 
shall be non-opening below a height of 1.7m and shall be permanently fitted with 
obscured glass.

Reason:  In the interests of the amenity of adjoining residents in accordance with 
Policy CS12 of the Dacorum Core Strategy 2013.

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5h

4/00097/18/FHA

DEMOLITION OF EXISTING GARAGE, CONSERVATORY,  REAR WING AND 
BAY.   CONSTRUCTION OF SECOND STOREY EXTENSION AND GARAGE. 
REMODELING OF INTERIOR AND ADJUSTMENTS TO WINDOWS.

HIGHLANDS, KINGS ROAD, BERKHAMSTED, HP4 3BP

Berkhamsted Town Council comments;

Objection



 Notwithstanding amendments to the proposals the bulk and mass would lead to 
overlooking of neighbouring properties and resultant loss of 
amenity.

 

                               CS11, CS12.

Recommendation

As per published report 
*******************************************************************************************

Item 5i

4/00521/18/FUL

CONSTRUCTION OF 2- BED DETACHED DWELLING.

115 COWPER ROAD, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HP1 1PF

Two additional representation received;

28 Ashtree Way – SUPPORT

To my knowledge this application was previously turned down by commitee. It was 
then looked at on appeal by someone that looked at the application purely on it's 
planning merit. The new application simply goes down a level , this does not cause 
any issue to the main problems to neighbours. No overlooking issue, no change to 
mass of the structure above ground level, no highways issue's. If commitee turn this 
application down it would be an outragouse waste of public money. I think the 
application has merit, makes the street scene more diverse and is sympathetic to the 
direct neighbours. None of us like planning when it is next door, me included but how 
do we prevent urban sprawl, if we do not utilise brownfield or excess garden land. This 
should be a no brainer to the committee if they have any care fore the public purse. 
Also why do we have planning officers or government planning guidelines, if we 
completely ignore them.

11 Gravel Hill terrace – OBJECT

Hi, I have recently moved into 11 Gravel Hill Terrace, HP1 1RH,  and so have missed the deadline for 
lodging an objection to the above case through the official mediums. Given this application is being 
raised at the Authority meeting this Thursday 14th June, I at least wanted to raise an objection, albeit 
via unofficial means. 

The reasons for objection are below:- 



1. Since the Inspector removed Permitted Development Rights in his decision, he was clearly of 
the view that the previous permitted house was the very maximum that should be allowed on 
the site. Yet the new plans are extending vs original signed off plans.

2. The previous garden was deemed to be only just sufficient for the tiny 2-bed house. The new 
house is nearly double the size and the garden is even smaller, so it cannot possibly be 
adequate at 3m sq. 

3. Given the disproportionate size of the living areas ( 2 floors ) to the bedrooms ( 1 floor ) it is 
highly likely that in the future some living space will be converted to bedrooms ( which the 
council cannot prevent ) and it will become a genuine family home rather than a starter home. 
In which case the garden will be wholly inadequate and the Inspector’s carefully considered 
restrictions on the size of the house will have been steamrollered.

4. I'm not sure anyone would consider a 3-storey house to be a 'starter home' which is what the 
original plan was granted for. 

I hope that you take these factors into careful consideration when making your decision on whether 
this application can be granted or not. 

Recommendation

As per published report 

*******************************************************************************************

Item 5j

4/00508/18/FHA GARAGE CONVERSION

19 LAUREL CLOSE, HEMEL HEMPSTEAD, HP2 5ET

Recommendation

As per published report 

*******************************************************************************************


